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Abstract. This paper presents the combination of Maximally Stable Extremal Region
(MSER) and Lukas Kanade Tracking (LKT) for detecting traffic sign. The proposed ap-
proach employs the MSER to find the red circular sign in an image. Once the traffic sign
is detected, it is tracked by LKT to predict the position in the next frame. The detected
sign and predicted position are treated as the traffic sign candidates. To reduce the false
positive, the traffic sign candidates are validated using a template matching technique
based on the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature. Instead of using MSER
and LKT individually, our approach combines both methods to find the best candidate ac-
cording to the matching score obtained by the validation stage. The experimental results
show that our proposed method provides the efficient detection with the Recall of 0.9353,
the Precision of 0.9747, the Accuracy of 0.9331, and the frame rate of 47.950 fps.
Keywords: Traffic sign detection, MSER, Lukas Kanade tracking, HOG

1. Introduction. An automatic traffic sign detection system based on the camera is one
of popular and challenging topics in the intelligent transportation system. It detects the
position of the traffic sign in an image for the further process such as sign classification
or recognition. The traffic sign recognition is adopted for several applications [1,2]. a) It
assists the driver to recognize the traffic signs properly when the driver is in the fatigue
condition or when the complicated traffic signs appear on the road. By recognizing the
traffic signs automatically, it helps the driver to avoid the missing signs. b) It is used by
an autonomous vehicle for the navigation on the road. c) It could be used to collect the
information of the physical condition of traffic signs for the maintenance purpose.

Traffic sign detection could be divided into several methods [3,4]: color-based methods,
shape-based methods, the combination of color and shape methods, and Maximally Stable
Extremal Region (MSER) method. In the color-based method, the color spaces are impor-
tant aspects that should be considered. In the shape-based methods, the Hough transform,
the ellipse/circle detection method, and Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features
are usually employed. The MSER method originally proposed by [5] exploits the property
of regions in which the shape remains the same when the threshold value is varied.

To improve the accuracy and the efficiency of sign detection, the tracking technique
could be employed [6]. By tracking the sign, the position of the sign in the next frame
could be predicted. The search area for detecting the sign is limited to the predicted
position only. Thus, it reduces the computation time. Moreover, since the detected traffic
sign is tracked from frame to the next frame, the false detection could be reduced.
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Due to the requirement of the real-time application, the computation time of the algo-
rithm should be fast enough, while the accuracy should be high. Generally, the accuracy
could be improved by employing the complex algorithms. However, the complex algo-
rithms tend to consume the computation time.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to improve the traffic sign detection accuracy

and computation time by combining the traffic sign detection and tracking. In this work,
we deal with the red circular signs. However, the approach could be extended to cope with
the other types of traffic signs accordingly. In the detection stage, the MSER technique
is adopted to detect the sign. A new color space [7] is adopted in the MSER process.
After the detection stage, a simple efficient sign validation technique using HOG feature
[4] is introduced to discard non-traffic sign objects which are detected wrongly by the
detection method. This approach reduces the false detection effectively. In the tracking
stage, the Lucas Kanade Tracking (LKT) is employed to track the sign. To improve the
true detection rate, we propose a novel approach to combine the detection results obtained
from the MSER and the LKT methods. The final detected traffic sign is selected according
to the matching score of candidate obtained from the validation process.
The main contributions of our work are in the combination of detection and tracking

techniques to avoid the misdetection, and the introduction of the sign validation process
to discard the non-traffic sign objects. Further, the algorithm offers the fast processing
time.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the literature review of

the related work in the traffic sign detection and tracking. Our proposed detection and
tracking is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experimental results. Finally,
the conclusions are covered in Section 5.

2. Related Work.

2.1. Traffic sign detection. The Hue Saturation Intensity (HSI) color space was em-
ployed by [1] to detect the traffic sign. They proposed the color transformation of hue and
saturation components by creating the look-up tables. Instead of using a fixed thresh-
old, the look-up table is adopted to avoid the segmentation error. Both components work
complementary, i.e., when the hue component fails to detect the object, the saturation
component will correct it, and vice versa.
The red and blue color thresholding based on RGB color space was proposed by [5] to

detect the red and blue colors of the traffic sign. A pixel is assigned as a red object if the
following condition is satisfied:

r ≥ g and r ≥ b and g/|r− g| ≤ 2.5 (1)

where r, g, b are the normalized red, green, and blue components of a pixel, respectively.
A pixel is assigned as a blue object if the following condition is satisfied:

g/b ≤ 0.65 (2)

To detect the red traffic sign, the difference between the normalized red component and
the normalized green component was employed [7]. The method assigns a pixel as a red
object if the following condition is satisfied:

g − r ≤ Thr (3)

where Thr is a threshold which is determined automatically by observing the g-r his-
togram. The g-r histogram is a histogram which is developed by counting the number of
pixels based on the value of g − r (subtracting the normalized red from the normalized
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green). Once the histogram is calculated, the peak-valley analysis is used to find the
threshold Thr.

The traffic sign detection based on the MSER was proposed by [8]. The method detects
the traffic sign according to the background color. For the traffic sign with the white
background, it is first converted to the grayscale image. Then the MSER method is applied
to the grayscale image. To reduce the false detected objects, the selection based on the
geometry properties such as the width, height, aspect ratio, region perimeter and area,
and bounding-box perimeter and area is employed. For the traffic sign with the red or blue
background, the image is converted to the normalized red/blue image using the following
formula:

NormRB = max

(

R

R +G+B
,

B

R +G+B

)

(4)

where R, G, B are the red, green, blue components in the RGB color space. This color
conversion was also adopted by [9]. The MSER method is insensitive to the illumination
changes. However, the computation time is high. To reduce the computation time, the
thresholds are limited to a certain range only [8].

2.2. Traffic sign tracking.

2.2.1. Kalman filter tracking. The common method to track the traffic sign is using the
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter requires the state model and the measurement model
for prediction and correction processes. The state model is expressed in the following
equation:

xt = Ftxt−1 + wt (5)

where xt is the state vector at time t, Ft is the state transition matrix at time t, and wt

is the model noise. The measurement model is expressed as

zt = Htxt + vt (6)

where zt is the measurement vector at time t, Ht is the state transformation matrix at
time t, and vt is the measurement noise. The Kalman filter was employed to predict the
position and size of the traffic sign [10]. The method assumes that the vehicle’s speed and
the size of the traffic sign are known. The state vector is the position of the traffic sign in
horizontal and vertical directions, and the radius of the traffic sign in the previous frame.
The measurement vector is the position of the sign in horizontal and vertical directions,
and the radius of the sign in the current frame. The similar traffic sign tracking method
was proposed by [11].

The Kalman filter proposed by [12] is similar to the previous one by extending the
variables of the state vector. In addition to the position of the sign in horizontal and
vertical directions, and the radius of the sign, their derivatives are included in the state
vector. The works in [13,14] used the position of the traffic sign in the horizontal and
vertical directions, and the width and the height of the traffic sign in the state vector and
the measurement vector. To improve the stability of the model, the state vector is split
into two state vectors, i.e., the location state vector and the size state vector [14]. The
traffic sign tracking proposed by [15] used two state vectors, i.e., the vector represents
the position and velocity of the traffic sign, and the vector represents the width and the
height of the traffic sign.

2.2.2. Lukas Kanade Tracking (LKT). Traffic sign tracking using LKT was employed by
[16-18]. The LKT method is described as follows [19]. Let I(x, y, t) be the intensity
of pixel (x, y) at time t. Under the assumption that the intensity does not change in
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the consecutive frames and the pixels in a small region have a similar motion, then it is
obtained that

I(x, y, t) = I(x+ δx, y + δy, t+ 1) (7)

where δx, δy are displacements along horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Using
the Taylor expansion the following constraint is obtained as

Ixu+ Iyv + It = 0 (8)

where

Ix =
δI

δx
; Iy =

δI

δy
; It =

δI

δt
; u =

dx

dt
; u =

dy

dt
(9)

The LKT method solves the above equation using the least square fit method as given
in the following

[

u
v

]

=

[

∑

i I
2

xi

∑

i IxiIyi
∑

i IxiIyi
∑

i I
2

yi

]

−1 [

−
∑

i IxiIti

−
∑

i IyiIti

]

(10)

where index i denotes the number of pixels in a small window.

2.2.3. Other tracking methods. The work in [20] predicted the position of the traffic sign
in the 3rd frame using the information obtained from the 2nd and 1st frames. The method
assumes that the speed of the vehicle is constant during the detection process. The
horizontal position of the traffic sign in the 3rd frame (x3) is calculated using the following
formula

x3 =
x1x2

(

1 + t2
t1

)

x2 −
t2
t1
x1

(11)

where x1, x2 are the horizontal positions of the traffic sign in the 1st and 2nd frames
respective, and t1 and t2 are the times to move from the 1st to 2nd frame and the 2nd to
3rd frames respectively.
The work in [21] proposed a traffic sign tracking based on a stereo vision. The posi-

tion of the traffic sign in the next frame is tracked based on the vehicle’s motion which
is calculated by the stereo vision technique. To compensate for the prediction error, the
template matching is applied in the regions surrounding the predicted position. Blob
tracking was employed by [22] to improve the performance of traffic sign detection. The
method matches the blobs in the current frame to the ones in the previous frames. Since
the latest tracked blobs are stored in a memory, it could recover the temporarily disap-
peared blobs. The ring partitioned matching is adopted to match the different sizes of
the blobs in the successive frames.

3. Proposed Method.

3.1. Overview of the proposed method. Block diagram of the proposed method is
depicted in Figure 1. In the figure, the left part shows the process in frame-k, while the
right part shows the process in frame-(k + 1). It is assumed that in frame-k the traffic
sign is detected for the first time. Then it is tracked in frame-(k + 1) and so on. In
the detection stage, the MSER method is employed. Since the MSER method varies the
threshold to find the stable region, it provides an effective object segmentation. However,
it is time-consuming. To reduce the computation time, a method to limit the search area
is introduced as shown in Figure 1.
It is common that the detected objects obtained by the detection stage may contain the

non-traffic sign objects. Therefore, a validation stage is required to discard them. The
validation technique should be the fast and effective algorithm. In this work, we adopt
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed method

the validation technique using the template matching based on HOG feature [4], which is
described in Section 3.3.

Once the traffic sign is detected in a frame, it is tracked using the LKT. As discussed
previously, the LKT provides an effective tracking without modeling the vehicle’s move-
ments, which is impractical in the real implementation. The method first finds the points
to be tracked in frame-k. Then the corresponding points in frame-(k + 1) are searched
using the formulas given in (7)-(10). The tracked points are the corners of the bounding
box of the detected traffic sign. Generally, the tracked bounding box is used to limit the
search area of detection. In our approach, in addition to limiting the search area, we also
treat the tracked bounding box as the candidate detected traffic sign together with the
one obtained by the detection stage. This approach increases the true detection which is
described clearly in Section 3.4. Finally, the detected sign is selected from the candidates
according to their validation scores.

3.2. Traffic sign detection using MSER. The MSER finds the stable region in an
image by varying the threshold in the segmentation process [5]. The idea of MSER method
is illustrated as follows. If we apply the thresholding technique on a grayscale image at the
different threshold levels, from the low value to the high value, the results of thresholded
images are depicted in Figure 2. The connected regions (represented by white color)
start from a small size at the low threshold value to a large size, i.e., occupy a whole
image, at the high low threshold value. The extremal regions are the set of connected
regions in the sequence of thresholded images. In the MSER method, the maximally
stable extrema regions are found when the shapes of extremal regions are nearly the same
over the variation of thresholds. From Figure 2 we can see that the regions of the number
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(a) Grayscale image (b) Threshold = 40 (c) Threshold = 60

(d) Threshold = 80 (e) Threshold = 100 (f) Threshold = 120

Figure 2. Image thresholding under the different threshold levels

of 50, circular ring of the traffic sign, the wall of the bridge remains the same over several
threshold values. It leads to the motivation that the MSER method can be used to detect
the traffic sign effectively.
Since the MSER method works on the grayscale image, the color image should be

converted into the grayscale image. Since this work deals with the red circular sign and
inspired by our previous work [7], instead of using the color conversion as proposed by [8,9],
we employ the g-r color conversion which provides the effective red color segmentation.

3.3. Traffic sign validation. The traffic sign validation is employed to effectively dis-
card the non-traffic sign objects obtained from the detection stage [4]. Since it needs an
additional time, the validation method should be fast. Our method employs the template
matching technique using the HOG feature of the image as described in the following.
The HOG feature is first introduced by [23]. It represents the histogram of the orien-

tation of the gradient in an image. The histogram is computed as follows:

- Resize an image into a specific size (i.e., 40× 40 pixels in this work)
- Divide the image into 8× 8 cells, where each cell is 5× 5 pixels (see Figure 3)
- Define the overlapping block which covers 2× 2 cells (see Figure 3)
- Compute the magnitude and orientation of the gradient of each pixel in the block
- Quantize the orientation into the bins (i.e., 9 bins in this work)
- Accumulate the weighted votes for the magnitudes into the bins of the pixels over
the cell

- Normalize the contrast of the block
- Concatenate the histogram of all overlapping blocks

Let HC be the histogram of each cell, and then the histogram on a block is HB =
(HC1,HC 2, HC 3,HC 4), where HC 1 to HC 4 is the histogram of cell-1 to cell-4 of the
block. The final histogram of the image is HOG = (HB11,HB12, . . .,HB ij, . . .,HB77),
where HB ij is the histogram on the block of the i-th position in the horizontal direction
and j-th in the vertical directions. It is noted here that since there are 8 × 8 cells in the
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Figure 3. Visualization of HOG feature

Figure 4. Outer area for HOG calculation

image, the number of overlapping blocks is 7×7 = 49. Since the number of bins is 9, then
the final histogram (HOG) has 49× 4× 9 = 1764 dimensional vector (i.e., the number of
blocks × the number of cells on each block × the number of bins).

The visualization of the HOG of traffic sign image is illustrated in Figure 3, where
the green lines drawn in each cell (small window) denotes the orientation of the image
in the cell. By observing Figure 3, it is obtained that the HOG features of two different
traffic signs in the outer area (red circular ring) show a similar orientation. It could be
understood from the fact that the orientation of the circular ring is the same along its
perimeter. Since the validation stage is used to verify that the detected sign is a red
circular sign (not for sign classification), we may use the property of HOG feature in the
outer ring for the red circular traffic sign validation. The simple way is by applying the
template matching based on the HOG feature. Instead of applying the HOG of a whole
image, our method computes the HOG feature on the outer area only as shown in Figure
4. Let THOG and RHOG be the HOGs of the test image and reference image respectively.
The distance between the test image and the reference image (Dist TR) is given as

Dist TR =
∑

i,j∈outer

(THOG ij − RHOG ij)
2 (12)

where i, j are the horizontal and vertical positions of the block as defined previously, and
outer is the outer area of the image as shown with the shaded boxes in Figure 4. The
test image is validated as the circular traffic sign if the value of Dist TR is lower than a
threshold.

3.4. Combining detection and tracking. Our novel approach to combining the de-
tection and tracking is based on the observation that both the tracking method and the
detection method have the complementary benefits as discussed in the following.
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The tracking technique is commonly employed to improve the detection performance.
Once the sign is detected, its position in the next frame is predicted by the tracker.
The predicted position is then used to limit the search area of sign detection. Since the
detection stage is applied in the limited area, it has two benefits: a) reduce the detection
time; b) reduce the false detection. However, in some conditions, the quality of images in
a video may degrade due to the noises or the camera’s vibration. In this situation, the
detection stage may fail to detect the traffic sign.
Another approach to utilizing the tracking technique is by treating the tracked position

as the detected sign. In this approach, the detection stage is employed only in the first
attempt to detect the sign. Once the sign is detected, the tracking technique is applied
to track (detect) the sign in the consecutive frames. Since the execution time of the
tracking technique is usually faster than the detection technique, the approach reduces
the computation time effectively. The limitation of the approach is when the new traffic
sign appears in the image. The sign will not be detected by the tracker.
Our proposed approach exploits the benefits of both the detection and tracking tech-

niques by applying both techniques in every frame while treating the predicted position
of the tracker as the candidate sign. In this approach, the sign candidate may come from
three different situations: a) the sign candidate is detected by the detection technique
only; b) the sign candidate is detected by the tracking technique only; c) the sign candi-
dates are detected by the detection and tracking techniques. In the last case, a candidate
selection method should be developed to select the best candidate.
Our approach to selecting the best traffic sign candidate takes a benefit of the proposed

HOG validation process, in which each candidate obtained by the validation stage has
a score that denotes the matching degree, which is expressed as Dist TR in (12). The
candidate with the best score, i.e., the lowest Dist TR is selected as the final detected sign.
In the case of multiple traffic signs in an image, the candidates are grouped according to
their positions in the image.

4. Experimental Results. To verify our proposed method, we test the algorithm using
the real video images. The video images are taken from a video camera installed inside a
car. The video camera is the Canon EOS 60D with the video resolution of 1920 × 1080
pixels. The traffic sign images are taken on several streets in Malang city, Indonesia
during daytime (morning until afternoon). There are 94 video datasets that contain the
red circular traffic sign images on the streets. Some images grabbed from the tested videos
are illustrated in Figure 5. In the experiments, the images are resized into 800×480 pixels.
The algorithm is implemented on a personal computer Intel Core i7 3.4 GHz. The C++
software language and OpenCV library are employed to test the algorithm.
In the experiments we compute the Recall, Precision and Accuracy which are expressed

as follows:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(13)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(14)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(15)

where TP is the true positive, FN is the false negative, FP is the false positive, and TN
is the true negative.
Five scenarios are examined: a) The MSER using color conversion as proposed by

the existing methods [8,9], which is called as MSER-Ext; b) The MSER using color
conversion as proposed in our previous methods [7], which is called as MSER-Prop;
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Figure 5. Example of static images grabbed from the tested videos

Table 1. Experimental results of Recall, Precision, and Accuracy

Method Recall Precision Accuracy
MSER-Ext 0.7722 0.8120 0.7192
MSER-Prop 0.8191 0.9167 0.8144

LKT 0.8678 0.9576 0.8710
Combination 0.9361 0.9136 0.8867

Combination-Limit 0.9353 0.9747 0.9331

c) The LKT method, which is called as LKT; d) Combination of LKT and MSER-
Prop, which is called as Combination; e) Combination of LKT and MSER-Prop
with limiting the search area, which is called as Combination-Limit. In this case, the
limited search area is defined as the region in which the area is 1.5 times of the previous
detected bounded area.

The experimental results are given in Table 1, where the values of Recall, Precision, and
Accuracy are the average values from 94 video datasets. From the table, it is obtained
that the proposed MSER using color conversion developed in our previous work [7] is
superior to the ones of existing methods [8,9] as indicated by the higher Recall, Precision,
and Accuracy. The Recall and Accuracy of combination methods are higher than the
individual methods. The results can be understood from the fact that by combining two
methods, the true positive (TP) will increase due to the complementary effect, i.e., when
the traffic sign is not detected by the LKT, it may be detected by MSER, and vice versa.
According to (13), since TP+FN is fixed for all methods, the Recall will increase when
TP is increased. The similar condition applies for the Accuracy as given in (15), i.e.,
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since TP+FN+TN+FP is fixed and the combination method does not affect the TN, the
Accuracy will increase when TP is increased. The result shows that the combination
method increases the Recall significantly, i.e., from 0.8678 (LKT) and 0.8191 (MSER-
Prop) to 0.9361 (Combination). The Recall of the combination method with limiting
the search area is slightly lower than the one without limiting the search area. It is caused
by some traffic signs that are not detected due to the limited search area.
From Table 1, it is obtained that the Precision of Combination (combination method

without limiting the search area) is lower than LKT and MSER-Prop. It is clear that
by combining the LKT and MSER, both the TP and FP will increase. Thus according
to (14), the Precision tends to decrease. Fortunately, by limiting the search area, the FP
will decrease. Therefore, the Precision will increase as shown by the highest Precision of
Combination-Limit.
To examine the computation time of the proposed method, the color conversion time,

the execution time of detection methods, and the total frame rates are measured as given
in Table 2. From the table, it is obtained that the color conversion time of our work
is faster than the existing methods [8,9]. Moreover, the detection time of our proposed
combination method is decreased significantly by limiting the search area that yields a
high frame rate of 47.950 fps (Combination-Limit).

Table 2. Results of execution time

Method
Color conversion

time (ms)
Detection
time (ms)

Frame rate (fps)

MSER-Ext 20.451 19.018 25.336
Combination 10.137 23.989 29.303

Combination-Limit 10.137 10.718 47.950

The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is discussed in the following. The
algorithm consists of the color conversion step and the detection step. The color conversion
time is affected by the number of pixels in the image. Thus, the complexity of color
conversion is O(N) where N is the number of pixels in the image. In the detection
step, the time complexity of MSER method is O(N log(log(N))) [5]. While the time
complexity of the LKT is O(n2N + n3) [24], where n is the number of warp parameters
(n = 2 in this work). Therefore, the time complexity of our proposed method is O(N +
N log(log(N)) + n2N + n3). It suggests that the number of pixels in the image (N) is
the dominant parameter that affects the time complexity, more specifically in the MSER
detection method. It is clearly shown that by limiting the search area (Combination-
Limit), the number of N is reduced, and thus it reduces the time complexity as given in
Table 2.
From the above results, we may conclude the superiority of our approach as follows.

The strategy to combine the MSER and LKT will increase the Recall and Accuracy by
increasing the TP. Meanwhile, the combination method increases the FP that decreases
the Precision. To overcome this drawback, we introduce the strategy to limit the search
area. By limiting the search area, the FP is decreased that increases the Precision.
Further, since the search area is limited, the detection time will be decreased significantly.
The samples of detection results are illustrated in Figure 6, where the blue square de-

notes the result of Combination-Limit, the green ellipse denotes the result of MSER-
Prop, and the yellow rhombus denotes the result of LKT. As shown in the figure,
in the 39th frame, MSER-Prop fails to detect the traffic sign. However, LKT and
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(a) Video dataset-10, frame = 39

(b) Video dataset-10, frame = 40

(c) Video dataset-10, frame = 41

Figure 6. Detection results in video dataset-10. Blue square (Combina-
tion-Limit), green ellipse (MSER-Prop), yellow rhombus (LKT): (a)
frame = 39; (b) frame = 40; (c) frame = 41.

Combination-Limit detect the traffic sign properly. In the 40th frame, LKT fails to de-
tect the traffic sign. However, MSER-Prop and Combination-Limit detect the traffic
sign properly. In the 41st frame, all three methods detect the traffic sign properly.

5. Conclusions. A method to improve the traffic sign detection is presented. The key
points of the proposed method are threefold. Firstly, it introduces the HOG validation
method to reduce the false position detection. Secondly, it combines the MSER detection
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and the LKT to increase the true positive detection. Thirdly, it employs a simple method
to limit the search area to speed up the computation time and reduce the false positive
detection. The effectiveness of the proposed method is proved by the experiments that
achieve the high values of Recall, Precision, Accuracy and the fast computation time.
In future, some improvements in the detection stage and validation stage will be con-

ducted by adopting the new and robust techniques. The method will be extended to
handle the other traffic sign images. Furthermore, the implementation on an embedded
system will be carried out.
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